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ABSTRACT
Reported is a study to measure one aspect of teacher

effectiveness, using teacher classroom behavior and the attitudes
developed by students toward their science class, science laboratory,
science teacher, and school. Data were obtained from a variety of
sources: the Science Classroom Activity Checklist; Student Semantic
Differential; Annual Self-Inventory for Science Teachers; Teacher
Semantic Differential; Teacher Concern Statement; content tests in
biology, earth science, and physical science; and personal
information (age, sex, years of teaching experience, teaching area,
background preparation, GPA). Forty-eight secondary school science
teachers selected for participation in a NSF-funded summer institute
(1971) were involved, with 32 of these individuals being considered
for statistical analysis. The six questions posed for investigation
were translated into six null hypotheses for testing. Statistical
analyses revealed that participation in the summer institute program
appeared to alter a teacher's classroom behavior patterns toward more
student-centered and indirect behaviors. No changes in student
attitudes toward their ?science course or school were identified.
Teacher attitudes provilded little evidence of alteration, although
the participants did express a strong feeling that the institute
experience was a valuable one. (PEB)
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THE EVALUATION OF A MINER INSTITUIE P
PAS IT REAMED ITS GOAL?

Introduction

The problem of insuring that science teachers are adequately

trained involves keeping them up- to-date in content knowledge and

often retraining them so that curriculum reforms may be effectively

implemented. The most wide - spread means of retraining or training

teachers has been the development of special institutes for this

purpose.

Privately sponsored institutes appeared in the early 1940s

in an effort to ease the then - existing manpower shortage in

scientific fields. In 1953 the federal government experimentally

funded an institute for college teachers. By 1956 both Summer

Institutes and Academic Year Institute Programs for Secondary

School Science and Mathematics Teachers were being funded. These

programs grew in number and popularity until by 1972, nearly 500

such institutes were being offered nationwide.

Inservice institutes typically offer special courses that

are designed to update subject matter and familiarize teachers

with the use of new curriculum materials and teaching methods. The

stated major institute objective is to effect change in a teacher's

classroom behavior as a means of increasing his effectiveness with

his students.

Mcet of the early institute evaluation studies were summative

reports dealing with characteristics of the institutes or of the

participants. Subjective evaluations have been made regarding
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the program's gorth, post-participation occupation mobility,

the ability of the institute to increase a teacher's professional

image, and similar subjects. Hard core data were first collected

on the content Rncwledge gain experienced by participants,this

was followed soon by data dealing with participant attitudes and

interests. As student achievement is assumed to be enhanced by

inservice teacher education, this relationship has also been

reseztrched. /lost studies of teacher classroom behavior have

utilized interaction analysis with small groups of teachers.

To date, little has been done to collect hard core data that could

aid in evaluating the effect of inservice institutes on teacher

classroom behavior as a ireans of increasing teacher effectiveness.

The Problem

One aspect of teacher effectiveness is measured in this study

by teacher classroom behavior and the attitudes developed by students

toward their science class, science laboratory, science teacher,

and sdicol.
Gage (1963) states that the classroom behavior of a

teacher is an integral part of student attitude formation. Thus,

any change in the way in which a teacher perceives himself in his

role as a teacher or the subject he teaches will reflect itself

in his classroom behavior and thereby in the perceptions of his

students.

The question stands: Till a teacher's involvement in a

summer institute training or retraining program increase his
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knowledge and skills, alter his perception of self and subject,

and subsequently alter his classroom behavior, thereby increasing

his effectiveness with his students?

The Study

113 determine the effective, affective, and cognitive factors

to be considered, it was decided to examine any change in: a teacher's

classroan activities, the attitudes developed by his students

toward his course and school, the teacher's attitudes toward the

rilieu of his work, his perception of himself as a professional

person, his concerns about teaching, and his content competencies.

Instruments were selected, modified, or developed to collect the

desired data.

Instruments Used and The of Testing

Three instrurents were administered twice, in the last half

of the spring semester preceeding the institute and again at the

sare tire during the following year of teaching.

1. Science Classroom Activity Checklist (SCAO This instrument

was designed for students to use in describim4what goes on in

their classroom and? was used to reasure teacher classroom

behavior.

2. Student Semantic Differential (SSD) This contained four

protocols: Science Class, Science Laboratory, Science 'Lacher, and

School and was used to measure student attitude.

3. Annual Self- Inventory for Science Teachers wasal It allowed

the teacher to rate himself against NSTA's Professional Standards

for Science Tbachers.
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TWo instruments were administered three times, at the pre

and post-post treatment tires designated above as well as at the

close of the institute for a pest-treatment measure.

4. Teacher Semantic Differential (TSP) This form contained nine

protocols: Inservice Institutes, Your Principal's View of Science,

Teaching Science, Your Student's View of You, School board, New

Curriculum, The Importance of Science To Your Students, fussing

for Integration Purposes, and The Laboratory Approach to Teaching

Science. Protocols 2, 5, and 8 were selected to show the teacher's

attitude toward school conditions that are beyond his influence.

Numbers 3, 6, and 9 revealed how the teacher views teaching as a

job. The two remaining protocols reveal his attitude tcriard

hinself as a science teacher.

5. Teacher Concern Statement (TCS) The teacher is simply asked

to express the concerns he has regarding teaching.

6. The final instruments, the biological Science Content Test,

the Earth Science Content Test, and the Physical Science Content

Ist(DSCT, MCI', and PSCT) were administered to the participants

envolled in each content course at the beginning and at the end

of the course.

7. Personal information such as age, sex, years of teaching

experience, teaching area, background preparation, and (SPA for

institute courses and outside courses were recorded for each

participant.



The Sample

The sample population consisted of 48 secondary science

teachers selected for participation in a NSF funded Summer Institute

for Secondary Teachers of Science held at The University of Texas

at Austin in 1971. In the spring term of the teaching year

following the institute, thirty two participants completed the

study. right teachers had remained in school working toward

advanced degrees, four were no longer responsible for science

classes, one was on maternity leave, one had retired due to ill

health, and two did not respond. Only these thirty two were

included in the statistical analysis.

Results

Several null hypotheses were formed to test the flurteen

questions engendered by this study. The six hypotheses reported

here were all tested by the same statistical treatment. First,

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed

using institute participation as one variable and cross-correlations

were rade with all the remaining variables in the study. This

was done to uncover any pre-existing relationships that might

contaminate the change scores. In the discussion that follows only

significant correlations will be noted. Secondly, group-by-

trials analysis of variance was carried out and the F ratios and

probabilities were computed.

For all hypotheses rejected the difference between means

was significant at the .05 level in a positive direction.
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Null Hypothesis 1. There is no difference in the classroom

activities of teachers before and after institute partic-

ipation.

The SCAC yields seven subscale scores as well as a total

score. Each participant's talley on this measure represented

the mean score of his students.

Significant change scores for five of the seven subscales

as well as the total score (Table 1) led to the rejection of

null hypothesis 1. There does seem to be a relationship between

institute participation and change in teacher classroom behavior.

Null Hypothesis 2. There is no difference in the attitudes

of teacher's students toward science class, science laboratory,

science teacher, and school before and after institute

participation.

The attitude toward each of the four protocols is represented

by the evaluative, potency, and activity factors described by

Osgood (1956). The mean of the students' respbnses for each

factor is reported as the participant's scores.

There were no significant change scores among the 12 factor

scores (Table 2), so null hypothesis 2 is accepted. There seems

to be no difference in the attitudes of a teacher's students

toward him and his course before and after institute partici-

pation.

Null Hypothesis 3. There is no difference in teachers'

attitudes toward institute participation, their school

situation, teaching as a job, and themselves as science

teachers before and after institute participation.
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Significant change scores were reported for all comparisons

resulting in the rejection of null hypothesis 3. There does

seem to be a relationship between institute participation and

change in teacher attitudes.

Null Hypothesis 4. There is no difference in the maturity of

teacher concerns about teaching before and after institute

participation.

The TCS is scored by rating each concern the teacher has

listed. The mean and mode of the rated concerns and the concern

the teacher marked as most important to him are all recorded.

Significant correlations had been found to exist between institute

participation and the mean and most important concern for all

three trials. As a result, the mode of the teacher concerns

was used to test this hypothesis.

There was significant change in the concern mode between

pre and post as well as pre and post-post treatment (Table 4)

so null hypothesis 4 was rejected. There seers to be a relationship

between institute participation and the level of maturity of

concerns a teacher has about teaching.

Null Hypothesis 5. There is no difference in teachers'

self-evaluation as professionals before and after institute

participation.

ASIST is divided into seven subscales that make up the total

score. Significant change was found in all but one of the

subscales as well as in the total score (Table 5), leading to the
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rejection of null hypothesis 5. There seems to be a relationship

between institute participation and change in teachers' self-

evaluation of themselves as professional persons.

Null Hypothesis 6. There is no difference in the teachers'

content mastery before and after institute participation.

As there was significant change found in all three subject

area content tests (Table 6) null hypothesis 6 was rejected.

There seers to be a relationship between institute participation

and a teacher's level of content mastery.

Conclusions

The results of this study would indicate that participation

in a Surrer Institute program similar to the one studied does

work to alter a teacher's classroom behavior patterns toward

more studentr-centered and indirect behaviors. Additional changes

were noted in the teacher's perception of himself as a professional

person, his level of teaching concerns changed to more student-

centered ones, and the teacher's level of content mastery was

improved. These could have possibly been contributing factors

toward his change in classroom behavior.

within a one year period there seems to have been no

change in student attitudes toward their science course or

toward their school. Teacher attitudes altered little except

for a strong feeling that the institute experience was valuable

after they had returned to the classroom and could presumably

utilize some of the knowledge they had acquired. They showed a
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strengthened belief in the worth and importance of science for

their students. Chile student attitudes showed no significant

changethere were slight indications of a positive trend that

could possibly become more positive as the teachers become more

secure in their new behaviors and activities.

Importance of the Study

This study could serve as a model for evaluating and comparing

teacher retraining programs of all types. It could aid in deter-

mining the degree of change in a teacher's classroom behavior that

can be predicted following a specific increase in knowledge and

change in self perception and evaluation.
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Table 1

CHANGE IN TEA:14ER %ASSRn1M BEHAVI'Th (SCAC)

?re- Post-Post
Treatment Treatment

Range group mean group mean F patio Prouaullity

Su4scale A. Role of the Teacher
0-8 4.*)?21 17-7478132

-..i --.....

Sub3cale B. !flaws Participation ....-- ----_-__
1-

0-7 4.1595 _1 4.4960 ! 4.357 1 .042*

Su:'sale C. Use of Curriculum Materials
0-7 3.4-61 1 3.r§25 iS. kg1 : -.07344r

moo -10. we. 0

Pubs,:ale D. TESTS
2.9a -h 7711----1

a 01 ow...

Suuscale E. Pre-La:iorator
0-3 j 4.2b12 1 4.53P2 1 12.12

Sutscale F. Laborator%-
,2,-f-) itr.6839 : 4.9913 .171 . .0134*

................................a.

.......p. ....4. TI

2is y Po 2.01
.b95 anr

Total Scare
0-53 2 . 0414 i 20 .F.4-7..4'=/377-1--7M
* sig < .05

31g < .01
* * s !I; 001

n



Table 2

CHANGE IN STUDENT ATTITUDES (SSD)

Protocol
Range
0-28 Factor

Pre- Post-Post
Troatment TreatMent
Group Means Group Means F Ratio

Ev. 20.234] 20.6752 .305 .58
ScLence Po. 18.5712 17.7777 3.266 .07
Class

Act. 17.9005 18.4032 .884 .35

Ev. 20.3882 20.5615 .003 .95

Science Po. 17.0818 17.3032 .282 .60

Laboratory
Act. 18.4325 18.7080 .037 .33

Ev. 22:3J18 21.5787 .000 .99

Science
Teacher

Po. 18.5745 18.2536 .286 .60

Act. 19.5789 19.5689 .001 .97

Ev. 18.234 18.6589 .474 .50
School Po. 19.1478 19.5745 .790 .38

Act. 17.9880 18.1028 .314 .58

No significant differences at the .05 level



Table 3

CHANGE IN TEACHER ATTITUDES

Protocol Pre
Range Treatment
0-28 Grotie.Mean

Pre-
Post
F Ratio

Post
Treatment
Group Mean

Post- Post-Post Pre-
Post-Post Treatment Post-Post
gRatio Group Mean F Ratio

Institute
Ev. 24.6562 23.7187 9.184** 25.8750 5.906**
Po. 20.5937 4.307* 18.8750 3.833* 20.4375
Act. 22.3750 21.5625 4.695* 22.9375

School
Situation

Ev. 54.5313 5.626* 51.6562 54.4687
Po. 53.6875 54.6562 55.4375
Act. 51.6562 52.5625 53.1250

Teaching
as a Job

Ev. 73.1250 72.5312 73.4687
Po. 65.9687 64.3437 65.2812
Act. 68.4687 67.8437 69.4687

Self as
Teacher

Ev. 46.3750 7.653** 43.5312 5.008* 46.2812
Po. 42.0625 2.994* 40.0312 3.877* 42.1562
Act. 42.8750 41.5000 42.8750

---Igig .05

**sig .01 n=32



Tabil. 4

CHANGE E IN I.,FVEI OF TEACHER CONCERN (FCS )

Tear!-.er Concern !&,,lisurt:! Ran(.le
Concern for Sel f - Concern for Students

1 2 3 4 6

Pre--
reatment

Post- 1

`T '['r(.atent 1
Measure Group Meanly ItatiolGroup1 Meanly i 3a t io

post-Pest Pre--
Treatnent. 1Post-1'out
Group Mean' F Ratio

'1(0,

Aost.
Inportaiit
Concern

4.2937

4.4063

4.3426

4.244*

4.6911

4.9375

4.6874

4.8344

5.0938

4.8790

4.440*

6.0q9**

* si.g. .05
** siy. .01
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CW0E'IN TEAMR- SELF EVALUATION (A3IST)

Pre- Post-Post
Treatment Treatment

Ran 0-4 3r.)up Mean Croup' Mean h Ratio P

--1
ACHER:THE PROFESSF)NAL SCIENCE TF

is well educated In

,

i

sL:Lence and the
licHerki arts.

v,sses P Cunctional
pnil,,sophy of educ-
atn ad the tech-

skIlls oftich
continues_ t') grow 1n

1.;-.J931

2.8090

3.6472

3.0811

26.420 .0001***

-knwledRe and skill
during hLs career.

2.1781. fi.486 .006**

'LLs'is'ts .,r1 a. sound'
'at r.1 tnviron- 3.°755 12..557 :.001***

Trient 1n which to _work

.HmalntaIns S OI'--
1 status-. 1..)459 2 3812 : 5.082 02*

_

icontrPiutes to the
P1-"ve!ml!nt_of se L 1,5b09 2.1275 10.577.- .003**

.- teaching. -.

-takes:ia,v1tal.-Interes L

H.f.! 2.1706 17,786 ..0004***
urn scl-nce :tea-chers.

Tf)-tal Mean Score 2,3250 2.6116 '16.976 .0005***,
* 41.05

* s ig . r)01
32
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